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Your new playground
Birch is a space where you
can rest, explore, connect,
work, taste, move, or dance
as you wish - all in one place.

Whether you’re with us
for a day or night, work or
weekend, we want to leave
you in a better place than
when you found us.

BIRCHCOMMUNIT Y.COM

An escape for the explorers.
A catalyst for the curious.

members@birchcommunity.com

HANDLE.SILK.COMET

Looks like a hotel.
Feels like a festival.
You’re here at the start… We’ll open a few Birch
spaces over the coming years, but for now the
first one to know about is Birch (handle.silk.comet)
which is 30 minutes north of London.
Within 55 acres you’ll find:

A growing farm
An interactive bakery
2 restaurants in partnership with Robin Gill:
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Warm and well-crafted bedrooms

The Zebra Riding Club and Valeries
3 bars
20 event spaces
The Hub, our co-working space
The Wellness Space with a gym floor, rig,
classes, treatment rooms and a sauna
A 25-metre Lido (open from spring 2021)
Pottery, music, screening, and art rooms
The Arcade: our games room

members@birchcommunity.com

studios for strength, sweat, and stretch
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Wellness Space
Flex. Ride. Train. Run.
Whether you’re looking for a yoga class or
spinning session, time on the treadmill or in
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the gym, there’s enough to keep you on your
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toes at Birch.
Want a little release and reset? Recharge

KEY
1 Yoga Studio
2 Gym

1
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with a massage or treatment at the Parlour.

3 Juice Bar
4 Spin Studio

members@birchcommunity.com
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The Hub
Welcome to our co-working space,
The Hub. Nothing too formal, just a bright
and open area for you to bring your laptop,
grab a coffee, and get creative.
There are plenty of charging points
around, with hot desks and phone
booths also available.
BIRCHCOMMUNIT Y.COM
members@birchcommunity.com
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Lido
Life goes swimmingly down at the Lido
(opening spring 2021) with a 25-metre pool
that’s surrounded by nature, and ready
for either some lengths or some lounging.
You can also dip your toe into our
smaller chill-out pool that runs alongside,
have some food at the poolside BBQ,

members@birchcommunity.com
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or grab a drink from the Lido bar.
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The Zebra
Riding Club
The ZRC is a restaurant led by nature,
and the epitome of Birch.
In partnership with Robin Gill, and
reflecting his philosophy, The ZRC uses
the farm, wood, and produce surrounding

Cooking is straightforward. Dishes are
unfussy. And everything is put together
for a reason.
See into the kitchen, speak with the chefs,
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it throughout the year.

and save room for dessert. If you’re all
about good food, drink, and music,
The ZRC is the place for you.

members@birchcommunity.com
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You + Birch =
Energy + Ideas
Become one of Birch’s original
members to enjoy…
Access All Areas Pass
Our Wellness Space, 2 restaurants, 3 bars,
Lido, co-working space... They’re all yours.

on Tuesday. Wander around the gardens on
Wednesday. Take in our bars and restaurants on
Thursday. Fall asleep with us on Friday. Spin on
Saturday. Lounge by the Lido on Sunday.
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Work in The Hub on Monday. Get a treatment

Play. Work. Rest. Repeat.
There’s plenty on the menu at Birch…
Full Events Programme
From pottery workshops and maker

Free & Busy Workout Schedule
Yoga, spin, HIIT… Enjoy/endure over 30+
free classes every week.

members@birchcommunity.com

masterclasses, to festivals and parties.
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Growing Programme
Get back to nature with gardening lessons
and foraging walks. Get creative with pottery
and art classes.
Deal Makers

‘Member’ cut: 10% off all food and drink on site
‘Member’ rate: book in advance to get
15% off your room

‘Mates Rates’: book rooms for you and

‘Eleventh Hour’ rate: available every day after
6pm for when you want to sleep over

‘Member Hire’ rate: need a room for an event,
meeting, or offsite? Have 10% off

‘Recharge’: 20% off Birch’s signature recharge
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a friend and you’ll both get 15% off

treatment in the Parlour
1 free hour in an 8-person meeting room
First Personal Training session at 50% off

Booking Priority
and Festival and Weekender tickets.
Birch Bonuses
Specials and offers from our brand partners.

members@birchcommunity.com

First access to tables at The Zebra Riding Club,
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And some
cherries on top…
Be My Guest
Bring up to 2 guests with you whenever you
like. You only pay for them if they want to use
the Lido or Wellness Space. More guests are
allowed if you have a restaurant booking.

Celebrate how great you are with
a 20-person event space on us.
Monthly Drinks
One Thursday a month. 5.30-6.30pm.
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A Birthday Party

See you there.
Wellness Wednesday
Meet with Hannah, our Head of Wellness,
at one of her weekly drop-in clinics.
Birch’s Reusable Coffee Cup
looking). Where possible we try to minimise
waste so avoid paper cups and plastic bags.
Birch’s Washable Tote
For all your dirty gym kit or our Birch-made
seasonal produce.
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This isn’t just for show (although it is good
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WE LISTEN TO BILL MURRAY WHEN IT COMES TO HOW WE THINK..

“Whatever you do, always give
100%. Unless you’re donating blood.”
HOW WE ACT…

“Parties are only bad when a fight breaks out.
Someone takes a fall, an ambulance comes, and the
police arrive. If you can avoid those things, pretty
much all behaviour is acceptable.”
AND HOW WE DO...

“Life is so damn short. For fuck’s sake,
just do what makes you happy.”
COME SEE FOR YOURSELF.
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The finer details
Who
Birch is for anyone who asks for more out of life.
We’re about what you know, not who you know.
We don’t have a membership committee and
anyone can become a member.
What
Memberships are available with a £200 joining fee
commitment of 6 months. Both payments are
due as soon as you become a member.
After those 6 months your Birch membership
renews on a monthly basis.
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and then a monthly fee of £120, with a minimum

How
To become a member, simply email
members@birchcommunity.com.
We’ll then get in touch to organise a time
for you to come see Birch for yourself and
members@birchcommunity.com

get you signed up.
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See you out there…
Address
Birch, Lieutenant Ellis Way
Cheshunt, Hertfordshire EN7 5HW
what3words
///handle.silk.comet
birchcommunity.com
members@birchcommunity.com

@BirchCommunity

